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For k an integer, let G(a, 6. X) denote a simple bipartite graph with bipartition 
(A. B) where IA I = a > 2, lB1 = b > k > 2, and each vertex of A has degree at least 
k. We prove two results concerning the existence of cycles in G(a, b, k). 
Let li be an integer greater than one. In the following, G(a, b, k) is a 
simple bipartite graph with bipartition (A, B), where IA 1 = Q > 2, 
\B I= b > k, and each vertex of A has degree at least k. We shall prove two 
results on the existence of certain cycles in G(a, b, k). The first result was 
stated as a conjecture by Sheehan [4]. 
THEOREM 1. If a graph G(a, b, k) satisfies a < k and 
b < 2k - 2, (1) 
then it contains a cycle of length 2a. 
Theorem 1 is best possible in the following sense. Consider a separable graph 
G(a, 2k - 1, k), with two blocks K,,,, and Ka,,k where a, + a, = a < k, and 
the cut vertex lies in the k-set of each block. Such a G(a, 2k - 1, k) clearly 
contains no cycle of length 2~. 
The theorem also has the following immediate corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose a graph G(a, 6, k) satisfies b < 2k - 2. If L is a 
subset of A containing at most k vertices, then G(a, b, k) contains a cycle C 
such that V(C) n A = L. 
Let f (a, k) be the maximum function such that if b <f(a, k), then 
G(a, b, k) contains a cycle of length 21 for all 1, 2 < l< min(a, k). It follows 
from Corollary 1 and the graph G(a, 2k - 1, k) described above that 
f(a, k) = 2k - 2 for a < k. It remains an open problem, however, to 
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determinef(a, k) for a > k. By Corollary 1, f(a, k) > 2k - 2. We also know 
that 
lim sup 
a+lx 
f (a, 4 
( 1 kd 
since, for p a prime greater than or equal to k, the graphs G(p’, pk, k) of [2] 
contain no cycles of length four. We note further that Singleton [5 ] has 
shown the existence of a graph G(q2 + q + 1, q2 + q + I, q + 1) which does 
not contain cycles of length four, is equivalent to the existence of a projective 
plane of order q. 
In contract, Theorem 2 determines the maximum function g(a, k) such that 
if b < g(a, k). then G(a, 6, k) contains a cycle of length at least 2k. For x a 
real number, define {x) to be the smallest integer which is greater than or 
equals to x. 
THEOREM 2. If a graph G(a, 6, k) satisfies 
b< 
i i -& (k- 11, (2) 
then it contains a cycle of length at least 2k. 
The fact that the function, g(a, k) = {a/(k - l)}(k - 1) is maximum follows 
from a construction given in 121. 
Before proving Theorem I, we need the following definitions. For H a 
subgraph of a graph G, let V(H) denote the set of vertices of H. For 
u E V(G), let NH(u) be the set of vertices of H which are joined to u by edges 
of G. For U L V(G), put 
In order to simplify notation, we shall denote Y(G), NJu), and N&U) by V, 
N(u), and N(U), respectively. 
If A, B c V(G), let ~(4, B) be the number of edges in G between the 
vertices of A and the vertices of B. For u E V, we shall denote E(( u), A) by 
E(u.A), and E(U, V) by d(v). 
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is by contradiction. Let G = G(a, 6, k) be 
a counterexample to the theorem and 
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be a longest cycle in G such that V(C) n A = (x, , x2 ,,.., x, }. Then 
mta (3) 
and hence we may choose x E A\V(C). 
Put Q=N,-,(x), q=(Ql,R=B\(V(C’)UQ), and r=]R]. Then 
r=b-m-q. (4) 
The proof splits into two cases, depending on the size of q. 
(i) q >, k. Choose xi E V(C) nA. Using (4) and (l), it follows that 
&(xi, V(C)UR)<m+r=b-q<2k-2-k=k-2. 
Hence each vertex of A n V(C) is joined to at least two vertices of Q, which 
implies that x, and x2 are joined to distinct vertices, y and y’, respectively, of 
Q. The cycle 
C’ =x,yxy’x*yzx~ ..’ x,y,x, 
contradicts the choice of C as a longest cycle in G. 
(ii) q < k - 1. Put S = {xi E V(C) / yi E N,(x)}. Clearly, 
l~I=I~,(x)l>k-q. (5) 
If some vertex xi E S is joined y E Q, then the cycle 
C’ =xiyxyixi+lJJi+, .‘. xm4’mx1y1 **. xi-,y-,xi 
contradicts the choice of C. Hence we may assume that E(S, Q) = 0. For 
X~E S, s(xi, V(C))< m. Hence s(xi,R) >k-m and, by (5), s(S,R) > 
] S l(k - m) > (k - q)(k - m). Using (4) and (l), 
F(S, R) - r > (k - q)(k - m) - (b - q - m) 
>(k-q)(k-mm)-(2k-2-q-m) 
=(k-q- l)(k-m- l)+ 1 > 1, 
since k - m - 1 > 0, by (3). Thus there exist two vertices xi, -yj E S which 
are joined to the same vertex y E R, and the cycle 
C”= yiXyjXj+lwVj+l “’ ?cjy-UjMVjvi~-Ujpl *” X+lJ’j 
contradicts the choice of C. 1 
The following lemma generalises a result of Posa [3, Theorem 3, IV ], 
which itself extended a result of Dirac [ 1, Lemma 21. 
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LEMMA 3. Let u and v be distinct vertices of a 2-connected graph G. Let 
P be a w-path in G and put 
T= {w E N&{u, v) I N(w) c V(P)}. 
Then there exist internally disjoint w-paths P, and P, such that 
(a) for i = 1 and 2, the common vertices of Pi and P occur in the same 
order in both paths, and 
(b) NpWJ {u, ~1) E W’,) u VP,). 
ProoJ The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that the theorem is false 
and let G be a counterexample with as few vertices as possible. Clearly 
) V/ > 4. P&a’s result [3, Theorem 3, IV] guarantees the existence of inter- 
nally disjoint uv-paths P, and P, satisfying (a), such that Np((u, v}) z 
V(PI) U V(P,). Thus T is not empty and, without loss of generality, we may 
assume that there exists a vertex w, E T n N(u). Let G* be the graph 
obtained from G - {u, w,,] by adding a new vertex u*and joining u* to each 
vertex of N(u, w,})\{u, w,,}. 
Suppose G* is separable. Since G is 2-connected, it follows that u* is a 
cut vertex of G*. Hence there exists a partition of v\{u, wO} into proper 
subsets M, and M, such that s(Mi, MJ = 0. Clearly, either 
V(P) GM, U {u) or V(P) EM, U {u). Without loss of generality assume 
that V(P) cA4, u {u). Since N(w,) c V(P), it follows that 
E(MI u { wo }, M*) = 0, which contradicts the hypothesis that G is 2- 
connected. Hence G* is non-separable. 
Since / V(G*)/ = / Y] - 1 > 3, G* is 2-connected. Let P* be the subgraph 
of G* induced by the edges of P. Then P* is a u*v-path in G*. Put 
Then 
r* = {w E N,~+({u*, v}) 1 N&w) c V(P*)}. 
Since j V(G*)/ < / Y], there exist internally disjoint u*u-paths Pf and P: in 
G* such that 
(a*) for i = 1 and 2, the common vertices of PTand P* occur in the 
same order on both paths, and 
(b*) Npt(r( U {u*, v}) c V(Pi) u ?‘(Pf). 
BY (613 
N&Y {u, v}) 5 N,e(T* u (zi*, v)) u {u}. 
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and hence it follows from (b*) that 
For i = 1 and 2, let Pi be the path induced in G by the edges of Pi” and let 
M’~ be the end vertex of Pj corresponding to the end vertex u* of PT. Clearly 
Pi and P; can be extended to internally disjoint uu-paths in G which satisfy 
conditions (a) and (b) of the lemma unless w, = w, = wO. If this is the case, 
let z be the first vertex of P’, or Pi encountered in passing along P from u to 
~7. Without loss of generality assume that z E V(P’,). By (a*), 
Putting P, = P[u. z] P’,[z, u] and P, = uw,P;, then P, and Pz are edge- 
disjoint no-paths in G which satisfy conditions (a) abd (b) of the lemma. 
This contradicts the choice of G and thus completes the proof of 
Lemma3. I 
Let V, be the set of vertices of degree one in a graph G. Then G is said to 
be essentiall-v 2-connected if G - V, is 2connected. 
COROLLARY 3. Let u and v be vertices of degree at least two in an 
essentially 2-connected graph G. Let P be a uv-path and put 
T= (w E N,..,((u, v)) I N(w) c V(P)}. 
Then G contains a cycle C such that 
N,(TU (u, v}) s V(C). 
Prooj Apply Lemma 3 to the graph G - V, and put C = P, U P,. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that the 
theorem is false. Let G = G(a, b, k) be a counterexample with the minimum 
number of vertices and, subject to this condition, as many edges as possible. 
By Theorem 1, b > 2k - 1, and thus, since G satisfies (2). 
a>2k- 1. (7) 
By the minimality of 1 VI, B contains no isolated vertices. We shall show that 
G is essentially 2-connected. If this is not the case, then there exist a vertex L’ 
and sets of vertices M, and M, such that V = M, U M,. M, n M, = (v), 
i(M,\(t’))nA 1 > 1. and I(M,\{v})~~AI > 1. Consider the following three 
cases . 
(i) LYE B. For i= 1 and 2, put Gi=G(ai,bi,kj=GIMiI, Ai== 
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A n V(G,), and Bi = B n V(G,). Since ) V(G,)j < / VI, Gi does not satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2. Thus 
bi > I I & (k-l)+ 1: 
and 
since u=u, +a,. 
(ii) VEA and 1M,nAI=JM,nAlr 1 mod(k-1). Choose 
QsN(D) such that /Ql=k. For i= 1 and 2, put Gi=G(ai,bi,k)= 
G[M, u Q], Ai = A n V(G,), and Bi = B n V(G,). Again, Gi does not satisfy 
the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Hence (8) holds, and 
b=h,+b,-k>(!&l+/&j)(k-1)+2-k 
sincea=a,+a,-1 anda,=a,rlmod(k-1). 
(iii) UEA and either IM,nAlf 1 mod(k- 1) or 1Mzf7Ajf 
1 mod(k - 1). For i= 1 and 2, put Gi = G(a,, bi, k) = G[M,\(v) 1, Ai = 
A n V(Gi) and Bi = B f7 V(Gi). Again (8) holds, and 
b=b, +b,> (j&i + ;&-1) (k- 1)+2 
since u=u, +uz+ 1 and either a, &Omod(k- 1) or uz&(k- 1). 
Ail cases contradict (2) and thus we may assume that G is essentially 2- 
connected. Let 
P=x,y,x, “‘X,_,ym-,X, 
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be a path in G, chosen such that xi E A for 1 < i < m and m is as large as 
possible. Put 
The proof splits into two cases which depend on the size of T. 
(a) 1 TI > k - 1. If IN( < k - 1 then, since T & B, N(T) c A, and 
IA\N(T)I > k > 2 by (7), it can be seen that 
H=G-(TuN(T)) 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Because I V(H)1 ( I VI, H constains a 
cycle of length at least 2k, contradicting the choice of G. 
Hence suppose IN(T) > k. By the choice of P as a path of maximum 
length between vertices of A, N(T) E V(P). Thus, by Corollary 3, there exists 
a cycle C in G such that N(T) L V(C). Since N(T) E A, this implies that 
I VC)l> 2 I WI > 2k. 
This contradicts the choice of G and completes the proof of case (a). 
(b) ) TI ,< k - 2. For i = 1 and m, put Ui = Np(xi). Clearly, we may 
choose vertices x E A and y E B such that x is not joined to y in G. Since G 
is a counterexample to Theorem 2 with as many edges as possible, x is 
connected to y in G by a path of length at least 2k - 2. Thus m > k, and no 
vertex of T is joined to both x, and x, ; otherwise, there would exist a cycle 
of length 2m. Thus 
I TI + I U, I + I U,I = 4x,) + 4~) > 2k 
and hence 
(9) 
Put 
u,’ = {Yi E v(p) I Yi-I E uml’ 
Then I U,$I = / U,l - 1 and, using (9), 
(U,(+IU~J=/U,/+IU,I-l~k+l. 
Consider the following two cases which depend on the size of m. 
(b,) m > k + 1. If there exists a vertex yi E U, n Uz , then 
C=p[x15 Yi-11 Yi-lxmP[Xm3 Yil 4’ixl 
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is a cycle in G of length 2(m - 1) > 2k. Thus 
u, n u; = 0. (11) 
Suppose there exist vertices yi E U, and yj E U,,, such that i > j. Choosing 
i - j as small as possible, it can be seen that the cycle 
C’ = P[X, 9 Yj] Yjx,p[xmY Yil Yixl 
contains every vertex of U, U (Uz\yj+ 1). Hence, by (10) and (1 l), 
IBnV(C’)I~IU,/+IU~I-l~k. 
Thus j V(C)/ > 2k, which contradicts the choice of G. 
Hence we may assume that I U, n U, I < 1 and thus, by (9), 
IU,UU,l~lU,I+/U,(-l~k+l. 
By Corollary 3, however, G contains a cycle C” such that NP({x,, x,}) = 
U, U U,,, E V(C”). Hence 
pnV(C”)[>~U,uU,~~k+ 1 
and I V(C)1 > 2(k + 1). This contradicts the choice of G and completes the 
proof of subcase (b,). 
(b,) m = k. Since U, u U,’ c B n V(P), 
/U,UU;I<IB n V(P)I=k-1. 
Thus (10) implies that U, n Uz # 0 and hence G contains a cycle C of 
length 2(k - 1). Relabelling the vertices of P, let 
Suppose two vertices x, x’ E A\V(C) have a common neighbour 
y E B\V(C). Since G - V, is 2-connected, there exist two disjoint paths from 
{x, x’, y} to V(C). Thus there exists a path P’ from (x,x’} to V(C) which is 
internally disjoint from ix, x’, y) U V(C). Clearly P’ can be extended to a 
path containing (x, x’} U (A n V(C)). Since 
I{x, x’} u (A n v(C)>l = k + 1, 
this contradicts the choice of P as a path of maximum length between the 
vertices of A. Thus no two vertices of A\V(C) are joined to the same vertex 
of B\V(C). 
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Suppose that two vertices xjr xj E A f? V(C) are joined to the same vertex 
y E B\V(C). Then no vertex x EA\V(C) can be joined to both ~1~ and jli, 
otherwise the cycle 
would contradict the choice of G. Thus, each vertex in A\V(C) is joined to at 
most k - 2 vertices of C and, hence, to at least two vertices of B\V(C). Since 
no two vertices of A\V(C) are joined to the same vertex of B\V(C), this 
implies that 
b = jB (7 L’(C)] + IB\V(C)l 3 k - 1 + 2 IA\V(C)J 
=k-1+2(a-k+l)=a+(a-k+l)>a+k, 
by (7), contradicting (2). 
Thus we may assume that no two vertices of A n V(C) are joined to the 
same vertex of B\V(C). For Xi E A n V(C), 
c(xj, V(C), < k - 1, 
and hence there exists a vertex JJ(x,.) E NG &xi). Put 
w = { .v(x~) 1 xi es A n v(c)}. 
Then 
I WI = IA n V(C)1 = k - I. 
For x E A\V(C), put 
Z(X) = (Xi E A n Y(C) 1 .v(Xi) E N(x-) ) 
and 
Z(x)’ = ( yi I xj E Z(x)) 
Then x is not joined to any vertex of Z(x)‘, otherwise we again obtain a 
cycle of length 2k. Thus 
E(X, J’(C)) < k - 1 - IZ(x) + ) = k - 1 - /Z(x)/, 
and, since E(X, IV) = lZ(x)(, 
F(X, V(C) u W) < k - 1. 
Hence, for each s E A\V(C). there exists a vertex J>(X) E N(x)\( V(C) U W). 
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Moreover, y(x) # J.(x’) if x # x’ since no two vertices of A\V(C) are joined 
to the same vertex of B\V(C). Thus 
b > lB n VC)l + I WI + l1.G) I x (5 A\W)lI 
=(k-l)+(k-l)+(a-k+l)=a+k-1. 
Again this contradicts (2) and completes the proof of Theorem 2. 1 
It seems likely that the bounds on b in Theorems 1 and 2 can be increased 
under the added condition that G(a, b, k) be 2-connected. 
Conjecture. Suppose that a graph G(a, b, k) is 2-connected and satisfies 
b < 3(k - 2) + 1 if a<k 
where sk is equal to one if k is even, and zero if k is odd. Then G(a, b, k) 
contains a cycle of length at least 2 min(a, k). 
If true, the conjecture would be best possible, as can be seen from the 
following example. Let a and k be integers such that a > k > 2. Put 
2(a - E,J = q(k - 1 - EJ + r 
for integers q and r, 0 < r < k - 1 - sk. Let G(a,b, k) be the 2-connected 
graph formed from q + 1 disjoint complete bipartite graphs Kai,k-z, for 
i E ( 1, 2...., q + 1 ), by joining two extra vertices b, and 6, to every vertex in 
the a,-set of each Ka,.k-2. Putting a, = $(k - 1 + EJ, ai = i(k - 1 -- ek) for 
i E (2, 3 ,.... q}, and u4+, = +r, it follows that G(a, b, k satisfies 
and contains no cycle of length greater than or equal to 2k. 
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